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Subsequenttoe\cmn_e1.~ b>--nCO 1 laser pulse,U~oiesccnceh~beenderccted,rom 1v3 ofCHpF trappedm raregas 

mxrlces. Zu3 IS acavated by V-V energy transfer and deactivates at twce the rate of YJ rehntlon X kmetlc model IS pre- 
sented to interpret these observations 

1. introduction 

The study of vlbratlonal relazzatlon and energy trans- 
fer processes in rnatrlv Isolated molecules has blossom- 
ed m the past few years. Informatron now eusts on 
the behavror of a number of vrbratronally and electron- 
really ehcrted matrix isolated specres [ I] _ One such 
system is CH, F [I?]. 

Vrbratlonal energy transfer m CH,F isolated in 
rare gas matrices has prevrously been studred by a 
double resonance method where v3, the C-F stretchmg 
mode, was pumped by a pulsed CO, laser and the trme 
evolution of the ~3 population probed by a cw CO2 

laser [2]. These experiments documented the relaxa- 

tion processes m CH,F and furthered our understandmg 
of vrbratronal rekzatron of polyatomrc molecules 
trapped m cryogemc matrices.. However, due to theu 
nature, the experiments shed httle light on mntermolec- 
ular V-V energy transfer simply because the morutor- 

ed state IS also the one that is rrutlally excited. A study 
of intermolecular V-V energy transfer processes was 
the motrvatron for uutiatmgstudres of the same system 
vra the technique of laser mduced fluorescence, whrch 
has been wrdely apphed to the gas phase. By means 
of this techmque the time evolution of populatron m 
a state other than the imtially excited state is normall) 
monitored_ Ln the above system. m a matrLu_ the only 
vibratlonal energy transfer pathway for populatmg 

the morurored state IS vra mtermolecular V-V trans- 
fer Therefore, potentrally, thus techmque could pro- 
vrde mforrnatron not only about relaxanon processes 
in the system under consideratron but also about V- 
V equrhbratron steps 

CH,F IS an ideal system for study by the laser m- 
duced fluorescence technique. The pump state, u3. IS 
the lowest m the mamfold and all pathways for direct 
V-V energy transfer to other fundamentals are pro- 
Zubrtrvely endoerglc. Thus, under these pump condr- 
trons, the only eificlently populated states are expected 
to be the overtones of v3 of which the iirst overtone 
transltlon has a large oscillator strength and is there- 

fore readily obsel\abIe. The expenrnent, therefore. 

selects out the v3 mode and Ifs overtones from the 
rest of the vrbratronal mamfold. Thus effectrve reduc- 
tion III compleut-- of the system. simplifies mterpreta- 
tlons and facilitates the treatment of the system’s 
kmebcs. 

In what follows, only expenments performed in Kr 
and Xe matrices wdl be reported on and dlscussed m 
terms of a kmetrc model. Only necessary allusions to 
the spectroscopy wrll be made leavmg a more detaded 
mterpretation of the high-resolution Founer transform 
IR spectra of thus system to a future publication. 

2. Experimental 
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FIN. 1. Schemauc of the experimental apparatus. The indxated 
Q mbols reprewnt the kJ.lou~~~p. C, cryost;lt: Dl. InSb detector. 

D2, tngger photo&ode, D3, power meter, r, mterference filter, 
G, CO2 laser grxtn~. Ll, CO2 laser; La, HeNz mgger luer; 

hll-hl6. mu-rors, Q. Q-sultch nurror‘. S, cryoshroud. V, vacuum 
system for deposltlon, and W, sample wmdow. 

m fig. 1. An Au Products Dlsplev 202 system was used 
as the cryostat. A CsI or sapphxe wmdow was used as 
a deposltlon substrate and salt windows were used for 
observation. The cryohead was connected to a glass 
vacuum system by 3/4” corrugated stamless steel tub- 
mg. Pressure was monitored at the cryohead by an loni- 
zatlon gauge and the temperature was morutored by a 
thermocouple gauge and a H, pressure gauge both of 
which were termmated at the copper block substrate 
mount. Samples were pulsed deposlted through a l/16 
inch stainless steel tube which was kept at a &stance 

of 1 inch from the substrate. The pulsed deposItion 
was either controlled manually or by two serial solenoid 
valvzs. Pulse sizes varied from aO.5 to z.5 Torr Q. The 
reservoir pressure for the deposited gas vaned between 
300 and 500 Torr. Durmg deposltion a vacuum of 
better than 10-6 Torr was maintamed at the cryohead. 
When mechanically pulsed the repetlhon rate was 1 Hz. 
The entue system, cryostat and vacuum manifold cou!d 

be made to access a Nicolet 7000 FTIR spectrometer 

via which high-resolution mfrared spectra were recorded_ 
A 3 m transversely pumped CO, laser, Q stwtched 

by a rotatmg mu-ror and output coupled by a gratmg 
was used as the excltatlon source. Wlule the output 
paraneters of the laser varied in different experunents, 

typical values were: 2 mJ/pulse at 100 Hz repetition 
rate, 800 ns fwhm and 1 cm beam diameter. The experi- 
mental geometry was as shown m fig. 1. The geometry 

was varied shghtly around the indxated posItIons to 

maxkuzs beam overlap with the matrix. rnininke ker 

scatter and maumlze detector collection of fluorescence 
from the matnx. The laser beam was not focused and 
overlapped almost the entue matrm;. When sapphire 
was ?Ised as a deposltion wmdow the matrix was de- 
posited on the same side as the Incident laser beam 
otherwlse it was deposlted on the detector side of the 
matnx substrate. 

In all evpenments mvolvmg 2u, emission, either of 
two photovoltruc InSb detectors rvlth sapphire windows 
were used to morutor fluorescence signals. Signals were 
preamphfied and recorded by a transient recorder 
(Blomatlon 8100 or 610B) and then averaged. The 
averaged signals were displayed on an X- Y scope and 

sent to a computer (Nova 4, Nova 3, or CDC 6600) for 
anal) sis. 

Most experiments were performed with a 4.8pm 
long pass filter interposed between the InSb detector 
and the cryohead. Wtth ihis falter the effective band- 
pass of the detector becomes 4.83-5.67pm (5% points). 
In some esperiments an OCLI circular variable filter 
was Interposed between the detector and cryohead in 
an effort to accurately determme the wavelength region 
of the observed emission. With the 610B and ihe photo- 
voltax InSb detector A, the overall detectlon system 
and associated electronics had a response time of 0.6 
ps. With the photovoltalc InSb detector B and the Bio- 
mation 8100 transient recorder, the detection system 
and electromcs had a response time of 03 ,us. While 
urlth the latter qs~em, the response time was substan- 

tially faster, the detectlvlty was approximately an order 
of maFtud2 lower and thus this system was not rou- 
tutely used. 

Unsuccessful efforts were made to observe emission 
from other states, the photovoltaic InSb detector A and 
appropnate filters were used in an attempt to observe 

[VI 7 u4] whde a photoconductlve Au& detector and 
appropriate filters were used in an attempt to observe 
[vz, vsl and “6- 

CH, F was obtamed from Matheson and was sub- 
Jetted to multiple freeze--thaw cycles yielding a sample 
17th a vapor pressure of 5 X 10m5 Torr at 77 K. The rare 
gases were obtained from Cryogemc Rare Gases and 
were used wthout further purlficatiow Nominal puri- 

ties were Kr, 99.999% and Xe, 99.999%. Samples were 
prepared on a metal vacuum system in either stainless 
steel or glass bulbs. Vessels were flamed under vacuum 
pnor to filing. Samples of the desired M/R ratlo werz 
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prepared by successive llution wtth rare gases. During 
these dilutions, pressure was measured by a capacitance 
manometer. Samples were ailowcd to rrux for at least 

12 h before usage. 

AU spectroscopic stules were done wrth a Nrcolet 
7000 Fourier transform spectrometer. Ttus system is 
capable of 0 06 cm-l resolution. 

3. Results 

MIR spectra of CH3F isolated in Kr and Xe matrices 
were recorded. The monomenc and dimenc v3 bands 
were rdentiiied by heat cychng studres in agreement 
with the previous assignments [2]. In a 1000 . 1, = 100 

WI thick Xe matrrx all other fundamentals were iden- 
tified and most unportantly 2v3 was observed at 2044 
LTII-~. In table 1, approximate band centers for all ob- 
served bands are reported along wrth then tentative as- 
signments. 

P(32) and P(36) of the 9.6 pm CO, laser band 
overlap the monomeric v3 lines in Kr and Xe respec- 
trvely. When excited with these lines, very strong emn- 
sion is observed centered at 2030 540 cm-l, as deter- 
mined by an InSb detector and a cncular varrable filter. 
A typtcal signal IS shown in fig. 2. The agreement of the 
emrssion band center wrth the observed absorptron 
band at 2044 cm-l is taken as proof that 2v3 1s the 
emrtting state m these expenments. In all matrices,, 
emission from all other fundamentals was searched 
for but not found. Thus only emission from 21~3 ts ob- 

Table 1 

State Gas-phase s)r mmetry Energy (cm-’ ) 

v3 al 1030 

Y6 e 1177 
v2 

vs 

al 
e\ 

1456 a) 

Iv3 al 2044 
2vs. v2 + vs e 2902 
2~s 
2v2 

VI 

2849 
2950 

__ 
V4 e 2998 

a) A broad feature 7 cm-’ fwhm. 
b, vt ,2v2 and at component of 2vs are expected to tix and 

show a Fermi split_t& centered on the e component of 2ys_ 
This results in two spectral features centered at the positions 
shown above. 

I I 

0 IO 20 30 -lo 
TIME (la==) 

Fig. 2. Fluorescence signal from the 2~3 mode of CH3F for 
CH3F Isolated in a 15000 lAf/R raho Kr matrix at 12 R The 
ordmate 1s in arbitrary mtennty uruts. 
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Fig. 3. The temperature dependence of the relaxation of 2~3 

in a l- 10000 CHsF - Xe mat& (top) and in a 1: 14000 
CH3F : Kr matrix (bottom). The experimental points (0) are 
superimposed on the temperature dependence of the phonon 
populahonfor phononsofenergyv[7,8].TheR~~ationrate 

(in ms) is mdicated on the left-hand ordinate while the rate 
normalized to the rate at 10 K is indicated on the right-hand 
ordinate. 
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served in our expenments and the reported data per- 
tain to this state. The rise and fall of the fluorescence 

signals from 2vj were monitored as a function of tem- 
perature for different RIJR ratios in both Kr and X e 
matrices. The temperature dependence of the fall rates 
in Kr and Xe are presented in fig. 3. The dependence 
of these rates upon excitation energy for a gven set 
of comhtlons (M/R ratlo, temperature and excitation 
hnes) was tested by either spoiling the laser cavity or 
by insertmg Ge windows in the beam. In the range of 
energies from 0.4 to 3.5 mJ/cm’ no power dependence 
was observed in the fall rate. However. as v&l be further 
dscussed in section 4, a power dependence IS predicted 
for the rise rate and the behavior of the nse rate as a 
function of temperature and power contams a sigruf- 
icant amount of mformatlon about the system’s 
kinetics. 

4. Discussion 

The temperature dependence of the deactivation 
rate of 2v3, deplcted m fig. 3, is very smuhu to that 
reported for v3 _ Furthermore, the absolute magmtude 
of the deactwation rate of 2v3 IS, withm expenmental 
error, turlce that of u3_ The deactlvatlon rate of v3 for 
a ddute (M/R > 10000 - 1) Kr mat.rLv at 30 K was re- 
ported as 87 rf: 4 ms-1 and for a ddute Xe matns, as 
18 f 2 ms-l [2,3]. We observe a deactivation rate for 
2v3 of 180klOms-1 in Kr and 3OCl ms-1 in Xe under 

slrmlar conditions. This doubling of deactivation rate 
for 2v3 relative to v3 can easily be rationalized on the 

basis of a sequential mechanism involving a bimolecular 
step for deactivating 2 v3 

CH,F(v,) + CH3F(v3) 

2 CH3F(2v3) + CH3F(ground), 

(1) 

AE= --16cm-1, 
k-1 

followed by 

X-r 
CH3F(v3) -+ CH, F (ground) . (3 

In such a mechanism, when the vibratronal temper- 

ature is much greater than the bath temperature, which 
is virtually always the case for a laser excited species in 

a low-temperature matnx, the relaxation rate of the 
Sate UV, will be u times the rate of state v,, provided 

that the mitial activation rate to state ups is significantly 
faster than the relaxation rate of yr; kl S- kr [4J. Thus 

for the above case, where k, approaches kr, the fall 
rate of 2v, wdl slow down and approach k,. For the 
case where k, < k,, 2v3 would fall at a rate of k-t. 

Since 2v3 deactivates at twice the rate of deactiva- 
hon of v3 it can be concluded that the system’s kinet- 
ics are compatrble with bunolecular interactions on 
the deactivation timescale and adcbt~onally that 11-1 2> 
II-,. The latter conclusion is directly verified by the ob- 
servatlon of a very fast rise for 2v3 both in Xe and Kr 
(fig. 2). 

In such a sltuatlon, where deactivation and V-V 

activation occur on relatively different timescales, the 
respectwe kmetic equations for the two steps [eqs- 
(1) and (2)] can be treated separately to yield an ap- 

pro.umate analytical expression for the tempo-4 be- 
havior of each state. Thus solving eq. (I) for N2,, we 
obtain 

&,B(O = @“, 11 -cup [-(4~-1N& f k_t)ElI , (31 

where IV&, and fVz_, are respectively the excess popula- 
tions in 2v3 and v3 after vlbratlonal equihbrium. To in- 
corporate a relaxation time for the populatton in 2u3, 
we simply take the solution for N”$r) when eq. (2) is 
considered alone. 

iVU3(r) = 6 exp (--li, t) , (4) 

where 6 1s the fraction of molecules initially excited to 
v3 by the laser pulse, that are actually imolted in V-V 

equrlibrahon, and again solve the differential equation 
in eq_ (1) for N,,(r) 

Nzs(f) = IV& {exp (--2k,r) 

- exp [-(4’4k,N& + li_l)r]) . (5) 

An expression for the relaxation of v3 can now be ob- 
tained taking into account the presence of 2~~. This 
yields 

N+(t) =Nzy3 exp [-(4QV& f kl)tl 

+ (6 - @J exp (-kg) , 6’6) 

where the fist exponential f&U is simply due to popu- 
lation transfer from us to 2v, while the second is due 
to the overall deactivation step in the system. Indeed, 
a double exponential relaxation has been reported in 
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the fall of v3 m tiute matrlces [?I. In order to quan- 
tify and completely evaluate the above expressons, the 
equilibrium populafmns,Ne, have to be solved for. 

These equdlbrium populations can be determmed 
for a given bath temperature Tb, degree of excitation, 
6, and for a given equilibration mechanism by a con- 
sideration of the vlbratlonal temperatures of the system 
[4] _ For the mechanism of eqs. (1) and (2) 

(E2Q - 2Ey,)lTb = E2v31Tzv3 - E,&S , 

and 

and 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

where TV, IS the vlbratlonal temperature of mode v_~_ 

Thus, assummg the kmetlcs are governed by eq. (6). 
from the reported temperature dependent amphtude 
ratios of the two exponentlals III the v3 signa 111 ref. 
[2], we calculate a 6 = 0.25 accordmg to the above 
model (see fig. 4) It is important to note that the nbra- 
tional temperatures are mechanism dependent and 
they wdl change If a different model or addmonaI states 
are consldered III the kinetic system. It IS, therefore, 
important to consider the possible participation of 3~~ 
m the equllibratlon process and its effect on the vlbra- 
tional temperatures of the system. 

Since both v3 and 2u3 are observed m the absorp- 
tion spectra of the system, th2 first anhamlorucity 
coefficrent may be evaluated by assummg an equation 
of the form 

G_(u) = w,(u * 1) - W~T,(U f $>’ , 

where G&J) is the Ierm value of the uth level of the 

v3 mode. Thus we = 1046 cm-l and we3ce = 8 cm-l 
for CH,F in Xe. These are, as expected, quite close to 
the gas-phase values [5] _ On the assumption that the 
anharmonicity term 1s not effected by the nature of the 
matnx, we = 105 1 cm-1 and wexe = 8 cm-l for CHsF 
m Kr. Thus the energy gaps for the following Iadder 
climbmg steps can be evaluated 

IZOO. 

1000~ 

---- 3 Level System 

3”s 

-\ 

- 4 Level System 

\ 
‘\ 

- \ 

.;\ 

\ 
,f’-. 

-3 
-. 

---__ 
------______ _______-------- - _- _- 

Cr 1 _.:K- 
i 

. 

zvJLc _-- - ‘\ 
y3 

I 8=010 

} s:oolo 

I 

0 
1 1 

20 40 60 
Bath Temperature (OKI 

Rg. -3 The wbrational temperature of the v3 mar&old IS in&- 
cated as a function of bath temperature for two chfferent levels 
of ewzitatlon (6) and for ;L model whwzh conss~sts of either three 
Ievels (- - -1 or four levels (-)_ 

CH3W3) + CH3W3) (11) 
+ CH, F(+) + CH, F&round), AE = --I 6cmW1, 

CH, F(vj) + CH, F(2v3) 
(12) 

+ CH3F(3r+)+CH3F(ground), AE=-32cmM1. 

Both processes can proceed by the emission of a smgle 
phonon and are thus esprcted to be efficient. The ab- 
sence of duect em&Ion from 319 to the ground state 
can be attributed to the highly non-allowed nature 
of the transItion. This argument 1s supported by the 
fact that m the absorption spectra, 2~~ could be 
really observed but 3~9 was not ldentfied. 39 may 
be incorporated in the model by assuming a bunolecular 
step for its population, similar to that of 2y3, as m eq. 

(12). 
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By a modification of eqs. (7)-(10) to mclude 32~~ 
in the model, the wbratmnal temperatures of this four- 

level system can be solved for (see fig. 4). Accordmg 
to this model, a new value for 6, namely 0.12, is cal- 
culated for the data reported m ref. [2]. 

These values for 6 m the above four-level model and 
the prewously dscussed three-level model seem large 
for the reiatlvely rntid exltatlon condmons m ref. [?I 
even consldermg that the eacltmg source was focused. 
Ad&lltionally, for similar matrLv condnions, the reported 
fall rate to the fast exponential observed in ref. [7_] 
for the v3 mode 1s slower than the rate of nse of 2v3 
that we observe for smular matnx conditions. Thus it 
may well be that other processes also contribute to the 
reported fast exponential fall such as fillmg of a hole 
burned UI the mat&x absorption Lme or as previously 
postuIated, energy transfer to other sites [2] _ 

It 1s unportanr fo note that if 3~~ IS populated b) 

the above mechamsm. It could funnel Its population to 

the other states m the 3000 cm-1 regon (u4, 2v,, 2v,. 
4) by sequential one- or two-phonon aided steps. 
However, such an “around the horn mechamsm” has 
previously been shown to be mefficlent m populating 
states lower m energy than the mtermediate state (39) 
and the net effect of such a scheme, under the reported 
excltaflon con&Uons, could be to prevent the bulld up 
of population in 3v3 and yet not slgmficantly populate 
the nelghbonng modes on the tunescale of deactivation 

161. 
The appro_umate expresslons for ‘VU3 and 1V2_ [eqs. 

(5) and (6)] \VIU breakd own for the case where either 
6 IS very large or k, and k, are smular m magmtude. In 
such an instance, the kmetlcs of the system IS better 
treated by a numerical soluuon of the Mferential kmet- 
IC equations. The details and results of ths treatment 
will be consldered m a future pubkation. Nevertheless, 
the presented analytlcal solutions provide insight in the 
behavior of v3 and 2u, wkch is to be concisely con- 
sldered below. 

The nse rare of 2v3 IS expected to have a strong de- 

pendence on the bath temperature due to the micro- 

scop~c revernbihty relation between the forward and 

reverse rates of eq. (1) 

k_,/k, = eXp (--dE/kTb) , 

where Tb is the bath temperature. Adhltionally, as seen 
111 eq. (6), the rise rate depends on A’& which in turn 
depends on the vlbratlonal temperature of the system 

which, as &scussed before, is dependent on 6, Tb and 
the specific model for the system’s banetics. Thus, 

studies of the temperature dependence and laser fluence 
dependence of the rise rate of 2~~ could potentially 
&scnmmate between dlfferent models and yield kl, 
k-1 and an absolute measure of the absorption coef- 
ficient for the system. A dependence of rise rates on 
laser fluence has been observed and further studies of 
thus. the temperature and spectral dependence of the 
nse rates in these systems are presently underway and 
\vlll be reported on m d future pubhcatron. Indications 
are that on the time scale of the nse the kinetics may 
be more comphcated than the model presented herein. 
However, on the tImescale of the fall, the kinetics can 
be described by bimolecular mteractlons and the 
kmetlc model we have developed should provide a 
starting pomt for the mcluslon of more comples pro- 
cesses that may occur on the actwatnon tlmescale. 

Eq. (5) further Implies that the deactivation rate of 

2~3 IS quite independent of these parameters (Tb and 
6). However. It should be noted that the mechanism of 
eq. (2) contains no aUuslon to a microscopic mechanism 
whxh m itself could contain a temperature dependence. 

No laser fluence dependence IS observed for the relax- 
atlon rate of 2v,, however, a well defined and reproduc- 
able dependence of the relaxation rate on matrix temp- 
erature IS observed (fig. 3). As was done m the case of 
CD3F, the temperature dependence of the relaxation 
rate can be reasonably well fit fo the temperature de- 
pendence of the phonon population of a given energy 
phonon [7,8]. A 36 cm-* phonon in Kr and a 28cm-1 
phonon in Xe result m relatively good agreement in 
each case. Perhaps more significant IS the fact that the 
required phonon frequency to yleid a reasonable fit in 
each case shifts m the same dlrectlon and with the 
same magnitude as the observed spectral sluft of 5 cm-l 
between Kr and Xe. It is also Interesting to note that 
this type of temperature dependence would be obtained 
of the relaxation process involved absorption of a pho- 
non. In either case, the implication is that the rate de- 

termining step IS that of an interaction between mats-is 
and molecule through the phonon bath. Wtth this reas- 
oning It is not immediately apparent why the rate 
processes of activation and deactivation of CH,F in Kr 
should be an order of magmtude greater than those of 
CH, F in Xe. 

Fmally, it is nnportant to note that in apparently 
similar investigations of CO 191, HCI and DC1 [IOl, 
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rruny stnkrndy different results were obtained_ The 
observed rates for the ladder chmbing steps tn these 
systems were reported to be -3 orders of magnitude 
smaller than those observed for CH,F. In the CO system, 
the deacttvatton rates are, at least partially, radiatively 
controlled and the overtone was not observed to relax 
at twice the rate of the fundamental_ In HCl and DC1 
studies, a sequential mechanism IS postulated for the 
relaxation of the overtone of the type 

HCl(u=2)+ HCl(u = I), 

followed by 

HCl(u= 1) + HCl (ground). 

Further experiments are undenvay to understand 
the reasons for the above drfferences and to try to fully 
eluctdate the nature of energy transfer and relaxauon 
processes for CH,F m Kr and X2 matrrces. 
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